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Behind ChatGPT and the many debates that have accompanied it, there is the fundamental

question of what is at stake in generative AI. Particularly in view of their many implications for

education.

1 - UNDERSTANDING CHATGPT

To give you a better idea of what these language models are, the AI4T pedagogical team has

put together a series of videos by Alexandre Torres-Leguet, Clément Romac, Thomas Carta

and Pierre-Yves Oudeyer, members of Inria's Flowers team. It is distributed under Creative

Commons CC-BY license.

EPISODE#1: HOW DO LANGUAGE MODELS WORK?

« How does ChatGPT work? An overview in less than 5 minutes» (in French) Synopsis: An

introductory video to the language models that underpin tools like ChatGPT and Bard. It's

aimed at a wide audience, including students and teachers in secondary schools.
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Comment fonctionne ChatGPT? Un tour d’horizon en moinsComment fonctionne ChatGPT? Un tour d’horizon en moins……

EPISODE#2: HOW TO GET A LANGUAGE MODEL TO PERFORM A TASK?

« Prompting, or the art of making yourself understood by ChatGPT: Explained in 5
minutes.» (in French) Synopsis: This video introduces the notion of prompting, which makes a

language model (including ChatGPT) perform a certain task by explaining it to it using natural

language sentences. Examples are shown of two prompting methods (explaining the task in

natural language, and giving examples of how to perform the task).

Le prompting, ou l’art de se faire comprendre par ChatGPT: Le prompting, ou l’art de se faire comprendre par ChatGPT: ……

EPISODE#3: LIMITS AND WEAKNESSES OF LANGUAGE MODELS

« What are the limits of ChatGPT? Explained in 5 minutes» (in French) Synopsis:

Language models such as ChatGPT or Bard have shown impressive capabilities for a wide

variety of tasks. However, they also have many limitations and weaknesses!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8gOvC8gvB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IQ9i_QoA3A
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Quelles sont les limites de ChatGPT ? Explications en 5mn (Quelles sont les limites de ChatGPT ? Explications en 5mn (……

EPISODE#4: THE STRENGTHS OF LANGUAGE MODELS

« The strengths of language models » (in French) Synopsis: This video presents the main

strengths of language models such as ChatGPT or Bard. Despite certain weaknesses, they

also possess a large number of strengths, such as : - their ability to analyze a given context to

provide an appropriate response to a task - their use of external tools (e.g. Wikipedia) - the

wide range of data on which they have been trained - their ability to produce basic reasoning -

their "common sense" in certain contexts - their ability to help us come up with creative ideas

Les forces des modèles de langageLes forces des modèles de langage

All the videos produced by Inria's Flowers team can also be accessed and downloaded from

ChatGPT in 5 minutes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXHWTC4mJBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HVR3cVFot4
http://developmentalsystems.org/chatgpt_en_5_minutes/
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2 - POSSIBLE USES IN EDUCATION

Two French publications from the French Ministry of Education and the Pôle d'Expertise de la

Régulation Numérique complement each other and take us a step further in discovering the

possible uses in education of language models (1) and the AI technologies (2) that underpin

them. - 1- Intelligence artificielle et éducation, Apports de la recherche et enjeux pour les

politiques publiques - 2- ChatGPT ou la percée des modèles d’IA conversationnels

https://edunumrech.hypotheses.org/files/2023/05/MEN_DNE_brochure_IA_WEB.pdf
https://edunumrech.hypotheses.org/files/2023/05/MEN_DNE_brochure_IA_WEB.pdf
https://www.peren.gouv.fr/rapports/2023-04-06_Eclairage%20sur_CHATGPT_FR.pdf

